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Abstract
Stemming algorithms, or in other words conflation of inflected forms of a word to a
unique token, is a very popular tool in Information Retrieval and Data Mining. It often
brings an improvement to the quality of results and decreases storage requirements of
the processed information.
Quite a few open source or free Polish stemmers emerged recently. They can be
divided into two groups depending on the method used for conflating inflected terms:
heuristic and dictionary-driven. In this work we provide a proposal that connects the
two worlds into a hybrid stemmer. We show that a combination of two open source
Polish stemmers—Lametyzator and Stempel—results in a stemmer that outperforms
them in terms of stemming quality.
We also provide an insightful analysis of experiments with different sizes and samples
of data used to train Stempel, the heuristic part of Stempelator. We hope this analysis
will be useful for further development of that stemmer as a stand-alone product.
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Introduction

1.1

Brief theoretical background

In many languages, especially Indo-European, the sequence of letters forming a word may
change without altering its primary meaning (due to inflection or other grammatical needs).
We can talk about a word (or lemma) as a representative of a broader meaning expressed by
many word forms.1 This phenomenon causes significant difficulties for designers of computer
algorithms where text is processed as a raw stream of symbols (word forms) and deeper
contextual analysis of meaning is often prohibitive because of time or memory constraints.
The process of finding a lemma (or many lemmas if there is ambiguity) for a given word
form is called lemmatization. In many practical applications, however, full lemmatization is
not necessary—it is enough that a unique token of any kind is found for all word forms of a
single lemma. This method is commonly referred to as stemming.
Stemming is a very popular tool for quantitative text processing in Information Retrieval
and Data Mining because it often brings an improvement to the quality of results and decreases storage requirements for the processed information. The following things are expected
from a stemming algorithm:

lemma, word
form, word.

lemmatization
and stemming

• for any given word form, find a unique sequence of characters, called a stem, representing a lemma this word form belongs to;
• stems should be unambiguous, that is one stem should represent one lemma.
Stemming algorithms are usually categorized between dictionary-based and rule-based.
Dictionary-based stemmers are capable of finding correct lemmas for a word form, but are
limited to what is present in their lookup dictionary (hence the name). Rule-based stemmers
use rules (heuristic or manually created) to transcode the inflected form of a word into its
stem. An example of such a rule in English would be to remove last three letters from words
ending with a suffix –ing (working→work ).

1.2

Stemmers for the Polish language

Polish is among the group of languages with highly developed system of inflection rules,
making word alternations very common. Until very recently, only a few stemmers dedicated
to the Polish language were available. In [1], authors describe a number of commercial
morphological analyzers and nicely outline their strengths and weaknesses. When the focus
is shifted to open source (or free) stemmers, the choice narrows to the following tools:
• Lametyzator is a dictionary-based stemmer, developed by Dawid Weiss,
• Reg is a heuristic stemmer, developed by Justyna Wąchnicka,
• SAM-96 is a morphological analyzer developed by Krzysztof Szafran (available in
binary form only),
• Stempel is a heuristic stemmer, developed by Andrzej Białecki,
• Waspell is yet another dictionary-based stemmer, developed by Zbigniew Płotnicki.
Additionally, the FSA package, written by Jan Daciuk, provides the ability of building a
stemmer (accurate or approximate), but it requires some manual work of building a corpora
and compiling an automaton, so we omit it here.2
A survey of the above stemmers and their cross comparison is presented in our earlier
work [3].
1 A term lexeme is also often coined. Lexemes additionally include terms that form a distinct meaning
only when grouped together, as in a phrasal verb ‘take off’ for instance.
2 Lametyzator is based on the FSA package, so it is to some degree represented anyway.
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1.3

Goal and scope of the work

The list of stemmers from Section 1.2 can be easily divided into heuristic and purely dictionarydriven approaches. It is tempting to provide a middle-ground solution joining the two worlds.
Such a stemmer could use a dictionary for all known words and fall back to a heuristic when
no stem is available. While this is certainly not a scientific breakthrough (or a breathtaking
idea, for that matter), this approach had not been previously applied. The only exception is
SAM-96 which employed a related concept: it used a dictionary of lemmas to verify lemma
candidates produced using production rules stored in another lexicon. Our proposal is different because the heuristic approach is layered below the accurate stemmer as a supportive
source of information for terms not present in the dictionary.
This work provides the description of how such a hybrid stemmer can be built and how it
performs compared to its building blocks. We would also like to emphasize that the stemmer
is built entirely from free and openly available resources.
An auxiliary goal of this paper is to analyze Stempel’s performance with regard to the
training data set. In the original Stempel’s distribution, the few provided dictionaries are a
result of a one-time learning experiment. We hope to shed some light on topics such as the
optimal choice of the size of a learning set and the influence of a particular sample of lemmas
used for training.
Summarizing, the goals of this work are to:

hybrid
stemmer

stempel’s
performance
analysis

scope of work

1. suggest a combination of an approximate and dictionary-driven stemmer,
2. analyze Stempel’s stemming quality depending on the number and choice of lemmas
used for training,
3. compare the hybrid solution with Stempel and derive conclusions.

2

Stempelator: a hybrid stemmer

Stempelator3 is a hybrid stemmer created from two open source stemmers mentioned previously: Lametyzator and Stempel. They were chosen because of easy source code availability
and a common language of implementation (Java). An additional key factor was that both
stemmers demonstrated good stemming quality in our previous experiments [3].
The hybrid ‘algorithm’ in Stempelator has only two steps. In the first, the word is looked
up in Lametyzator’s dictionary and if a lemma is found, it is returned as the stem. Otherwise,
the request is forwarded to Stempel and whatever it returns becomes the final output.
One modification was required to make this scheme useful: Lametyzator originally returned null for lemmas themselves (to decrease the size of the dictionary). In the hybrid
stemmer, this would cause a theoretically known lemma to be unnecessarily forwarded to
Stempel. We rebuilt Lametyzator’s dictionary from scratch using a newer version of inflection rules and tagged words acquired from alt-ispell-pl project.4 This time all lemmas and
inflected forms were included in the dictionary.

3

building
blocks

the hybrid
stemmer’s
algorithm
modifications
of original
stemmers

Experiments and evaluations

3.1

Test data for evaluation of stemming quality

There was a total of 11 data sets for testing and evaluation. Each set contained many lemmas
with associated inflected word forms, just like the training table shown in the further part
of this paper (Figure 1). Five test sets were created as a random sample of 5000 lemmas
from author’s own resources. These resources happened to be highly overlapping with what
was used to generate Stempel’s learning set (unfortunately). In the remaining 6 test sets we
tried to simulate ‘real life’ data and extracted lemmas and inflected forms from samples of
tagged Polish texts available as part of the IPI PAN corpora [2]. Names of test sets and their
sizes are shown in Table 1. Note that test sets extracted from tagged samples have a much
3 We

realize it is not terribly inventive. Suggestions are welcome.

4 http://www.kurnik.pl/dictionary/
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olkusz olkusza olkuszem olkuszowi olkuszu
nard nardem nardowi nardu nardzie
przerejestrować przerejestrowali przerejestrowaliby przerejestrowalibyście przerejestrowalibyśmy przerejestrowaliście przerejestrowaliśmy przerejestrowana przerejestrowane przerejestrowanego przerejestrowanej przerejestrowanemu przerejestrowani
przerejestrowania przerejestrowaniach przerejestrowaniami przerejestrowanie przerejestrowaniem przerejestrowaniom przerejestrowaniu przerejestrowano przerejestrowany
przerejestrowanych przerejestrowanym przerejestrowanymi przerejestrowaną przerejestrował przerejestrowała przerejestrowałaby przerejestrowałabym przerejestrowałabyś
przerejestrowałam

Figure 1: A fragment of a learning table for Stempel. All inflected forms of one lemma (in
bold typeface) are on one line.

lower number of inflected forms—this is a normal side-effect of Zipf’s law (lemmas in random
samples were created from a much larger corpora and artificially by applying inflection rules).
Name
a-publi
b-prasa
c-popul
d-proza
e-dramat
all.lemmas
rnd.sample.5000.1
rnd.sample.5000.2
rnd.sample.5000.3
rnd.sample.5000.4
rnd.sample.5000.5

Lemmas
11050
13070
14224
16034
11373
35269
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

Inflected
22584
24707
27678
29827
21711
80483
100309
101138
101028
100334
99047

Table 1: Test data sets used for the experiment.

3.2

Original Stempel’s evaluation procedure

We acquired original learning tables from Andrzej Białecki, the author of Stempel. The
tables consist of a list of stems and their inflected forms, a total of about 87000 lemmas (see
Figure 1 for an excerpt from the table). In the original Stempel’s evaluation, the order of
stems in the learning table was first randomized. Then, a sample of first N lines (lemmas
and associated inflected forms) was extracted as the learning set and the remaining part of
the file was used as the test set. This learning/ test process was repeated for N equal to 100,
200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 7000, 10000, 12000, 15000, 17000 and 20000. We think there are
a couple shortcomings of this scenario:

original
stempel’s
evaluation
procedure

• the randomization of lemmas was performed only once. Higher number of samples
ensures that a representative set of stems is included, but with samples smaller than
N = 1000 elements, it is dubious;
• nothing is known about standard deviations of quality resulting from different samples
drawn from the full learning set;
• in our earlier experiment [3] we found out that the quality of stemming drops quite
unexpectedly for a stemmer with the original training set of N = 20000. This drop
was against the results published on Stempel’s Web site and, even more mysteriously,
against our own training sets of similar size.

3.3

Performed experiments

The first experiment was designed to detect how Stempel’s stemming quality is affected
by a small size of the learning set and particular choice of lemmas.
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Random samples of size N were drawn from the lemmas table (no returns, each draw
started from a full table). N was set to identical thresholds as in the original Stempel’s
evaluation, additionally extending the range with N = 25000. We collected 20 training
samples for each value of N .
The second experiment was designed check the relationship between the size of the learning set and the quality of stemming (we expected overlearning symptoms). We also compared
Stempel and Stempelator in this experiment, assuming both used an identical dictionary of
heuristic rules and Stempelator had an advantage of using a dictionary stemmer first.
Random samples of size N were drawn again, this time N was between 5000 and 60000
at equal intervals of 5000 (no returns, each draw started from a full table). We collected five
training samples for each value of N instead of twenty as in the first experiment because
for large values of N the samples highly overlapped and time of compiling a stemmer has
become a significant factor in the experiment (a few hours).

3.4
3.4.1

second
experiment

The results
Stempel’s quality with regard to the learning set

Unique stem for all inflected forms of one lemma
As shown in Figure 2(a), the ability of finding a unique stem for a set of inflected words seems
to be monotonously increasing with the size of the learning set. Better results achieved for
IPI PAN test sets can be explained by the fact that the number of inflected forms per single
lemma was much lower there compared with the random samples. A probability that a single
incorrect stem would reject an entire lemma were therefore smaller.
There is no evidence of overlearning, especially if we look at similar results using larger
training sets in Figure 6. Standard deviation (twenty samples for each learning set of size
N ) varies from about 3% for the smallest learning set and quickly stabilizes at around 1%
for larger sets. We can conclude that in case of learning sets larger than 1000 lemmas, the
sample can be chosen randomly and should not affect the resulting stemmer.

conclusion:
unique stem
for inflected
words

conclusion:
learning set
size

Unrecognized words (no stem returned)
In this analysis, we considered every inflected form separately and checked if any stem (valid
or not) had been returned. The results are shown in Figure 3. For smaller learning sets, the
number of inflected forms lacking any stem is quite high (15%–25%), but quickly drops with
the size of the learning set. The largest publicly available Stempel dictionary is for compiled
for N = 5000 and at that level the number of unrecognized words is still at around 10%.

number of
words with no
stem

Stemming to original lemmas and ambiguous stems
While not strictly necessary, a good stemmer conflates inflected forms back to their original
lemma or lemmas in case of ambiguity. Again Stempel’s performance at this task is correlated
with the size of the learning dictionary (see Figure 4). For N < 5000, only about 70% of
inflected forms from the random test sets are transformed back to their lemmas. With the IPI
PAN data the score is worse by about 20% regardless of N . This difference may be caused by
two things. First, IPI PAN lemmas distinguished parts of speech that are normally allowed
to conflate to a common stem. Second, words with prefix negations such as ‘nie–’ or ‘anty–’
had non-negated lemmas (contrary to the learning set). These differences also result in a
high number of ambiguous stems for IPI PAN data, as illustrated in Figure 5.
In Stempel’s defense, a 100% accuracy is never likely to be achieved. For one thing, data
sets contain inaccuracies that the stemmer learns to reproduce. Another thing is that a
fraction of inflected forms are naturally ambiguous and with no full contextual analysis it is
impossible to determine their proper lemma.
To emphasize that a stemmer’s output may be grammatically incorrect, but not altogether
bad for applications in Information Retrieval, consider the following fragment of the output
from our experiment:
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word
chwilowo
chwilowego
chwilowe
niewyraźne
niewyraźnej
wyraźnie

lemma (IPI PAN)
chwilowo
chwilowy
chwilowy
..
.
wyraźny
wyraźny
wyraźnie
..
.

stem generated by Stempel
chwilowy
chwilowy
chwilowy
niewyraźny
niewyraźny
wyraźny

In general, Stempel does a decent job at transforming inflected words to their lemmas—
when the size of the learning set exceeds N = 40000 lemmas, the stemmer becomes comparable to the dictionary-boosted hybrid (see Figure 7 in Section 3.4.3). The only question is
whether the stemmer actually picks up inflection scheme or rather learns the words entirely;
this is something that was not clearly explained by any of the tests we made.
Stempel and large training sets (overlearning)
We expected some kind of saturation, or symptoms of overlearning when the training set
became very large. This expectation was neither supported nor refuted. The number of
unique stems is positively correlated with the size of the learning sample (see Figure 6) even
for words not previously seen (IPI PAN data set), but the size of the learning sample needs
to be enormous to reach a satisfying level of quality. Again, the most likely interpretation
is that the stemmer learns to transcode entire words rather then pick up strongest inflection
rules.
3.4.2

Size of the generated heuristic dictionary

The size of Stempel’s compiled dictionary increased linearly with the number of lemmas in
the learning set (see Figure 8). Stempel’s dictionaries are also much larger compared to finite
state automatons produced by FSA and used in Lametyzator. For example, a dictionary of
212968 lemmas (3114909 inflected forms) compressed using FSA was only 1.25MB, while
a similar size dictionary for Stempel included only 10000 lemmas. Of course the size does
not translate directly to quality because the two projects use a completely different data
structure and algorithm.
3.4.3

Comparison of Stempelator and Stempel

The proposed hybrid approach improves the result significantly compared to stand-alone
Stempel and Lametyzator. The ability to conflate inflected forms to a common stem, illustrated in Figure 6 shows that Stempelator is better than Stempel alone especially for smaller
learning tables (N < 40000). Stempelator also returns more than one possible lemma for an
ambiguous inflected form—this further improves the result, although is quite inconvenient in
practical applications compare Figures 6(a) and 6(b).
Stempelator’s stemming quality is also very stable regardless of the size of Stempel’s
learning table used for the heuristic part. It might suggest that no improvement is gained
from using the a hybrid element, but as seen in Figure 6, stand-alone Lametyzator (with
an identical dictionary) performs much worse. Even when individual terms are considered,
the heuristic stemmer beats stand-alone components by a small, but significant margin (see
Figure 7).

4

size of
dictionaries

Summary and conclusions

The conclusions from this work concerning Stempel alone are:
• Stempel demonstrates stable correlation between the size of the learning set and the
quality of results (in all aspects). It is difficult to provide any optimal size for the
number of lemmas that should be used for training.
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• There are no evident symptoms of overlearning that we supposed might be present with
large training sets.
• The choice of lemmas for training does not seem to be significant when the number of
sample lemmas N > 1000. For smaller values of N , the results depend on the content
of the sample.
• There is a surprisingly high number (10–15%) of unrecognized words for N < 5000 (the
largest publicly available dictionary).
The hybrid approach we presented in this paper, albeit very simple, provides an improvement in the quality of stemming compared to the algorithms it is composed of. Stempelator
is more accurate in almost every aspect of the evaluation: number of correctly conflated
entire lemmas, ability to recreate a correct lemma, the number of unrecognized words. Although Stempel is reaching the quality of Stempelator when large learning tables are used,
the hybrid approach achieves stable good performance even with small tables of the hybrid
component.
Summarizing, we think the hybrid approach is not an altogether bad idea, especially that
it is available for free (Lametyzator is public domain, Stempel is open source and available
with precompiled tables up to N = 5000).
Acknowledgement. This research has been supported by grant: KBN 3 T11C 050 26.

A

Availability of stemmers and tools mentioned in the
article

Lametyzator Available on-line:
http://www.cs.put.poznan.pl/dweiss/xml/projects/lametyzator/index.xml

Reg Available by request from the supervisor:
http://www-idss.cs.put.poznan.pl/~stefan/

Sam-96 Available on-line:
http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~kszafran/SAM-dists/

Stempel Available on-line:
http://www.getopt.org/stempel/

Waspell Available by request from the supervisor:
http://www-idss.cs.put.poznan.pl/~jelonek/

FSA package Available on-line:
http://juggernaut.eti.pg.gda.pl/~jandac/fsa.html

Stempelator Available on-line at the same address as Lametyzator (adding Stempel to
Java’s classpath will turn Lametyzator into a hybrid stemmer automatically).
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(a) Average over all samples with a given dictionary size.
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(b) Standard deviation over all samples with a given dictionary size.

Figure 2: (Experiment 1) Percent of lemmas with at least two inflected forms, for which a
unique stem could be found. Lines connecting points are displayed only to help in tracking
trends.
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Figure 3: (Experiment 1) Percent of all inflected forms for which no stem has been returned.
Lines connecting points are displayed only to help in tracking trends.
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(a) Average over all samples with a given dictionary size.
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(b) Standard deviation over all samples with a given dictionary size.

Figure 4: (Experiment 1) Percent of inflected forms where the stem was identical to the
correct lemma. Lines connecting points are displayed only to help in tracking trends.
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Figure 5: (Experiment 1) Percent of ambiguous stems (out of all stemmed inflected forms)
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(b) Any stem common to all inflected forms is taken into account.

Figure 6: (Experiment 2) Percent of lemmas with at least two inflected forms, for which a
unique stem could be found. Lines connecting points are displayed only to help in tracking
trends.
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Figure 7: (Experiment 2) Percent of inflected forms where the first returned stem was
identical to the correct lemma. Lines connecting points are displayed only to help in tracking
trends.

Figure 8: (Experiment 2) Average size of a Stempel’s compressed dictionary depending on
the size of the learning set. Lines connecting points are displayed only to help in tracking
trends.
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